Ostrom has extended certain finite nets to affine planes. In the present article, we extend Ostrom's results to the infinite case. We also develop a method of constructing quasifields and, in particular, a construction of semifields from given semifields. Some examples are also given.
Introduction.
Ostrom [4] has extended certain finite nets to affine planes. We wish to first show that Ostrom's results do not require finiteness and then use the theory to construct (left) quasifields.
These quasifields Q* = (Q, +, *) are all of dimension 2 over a skewfield F where F is contained in the kernel of Q* and are constructed from ternary rings Q = (Q, +, •) where Q is of dimension 2 over F. If (0. +7 ") is a (left) quasifield and F is contained in the kernel of Q then Q* is isomorphic to Q. If (Q, 4-, •) is a semifield then (Q, 4-, *) is also a semifield.
In [3] , Knuth has given a construction of four classes of finite semifields S = (S, +, •) where S is of dimension 2 over a field F. Our construction method thus applies to these semifields. We will also show how to connect the four classes.
(1.1) Definition.
Let 7 be a skewfield and F a 2-dimensional vector space over F.
Let 3l:points (x, y) a x, yE V, lines y=xa+b, x=c, b, cE V, aEF.
91 is said to be a derivable net.
(1.2) Definition. A transversal 7 to a net 91 is a set of points of 91 of the same cardinality as that of any parallel class 9 7 intersects every line of 91 exactly once.
(
(ii) Va,b;aEF,bEV3cEV>fic)=ca+b.
(1.4) Theorem. 7/ 7 is a transversal of 91 then there is a transversal function f(x) 9 7={(x, y)\y==f(x)}. Conversely, every transversal function defines a transversal.
•'• {(x, y) |y =/(x)} = J satisfies (i). Moreover, {(x, y)|y=xa+£>} C\Tjí0.
:. (c, ca+b) = (c, f(c)) for some unique cEV. :. (ii) follows.
Conversely, if (i) and (ii) hold then (ii) shows that every line / of 31 intersects {(x, y) | y =/(x)} in at least a point and (i) shows that lf~\ T is at most one point.
•'• {(x, y) | y =/(x)} intersects each line of 91 exactly once. (1.7) Theorem. The affine plane ir of (1.6) is a dual translation plane.
Proof. Ostrom's Theorems 3 through 7 [4] do not actually use finiteness so that we could appeal to this work.
However, it is also easy to see that (2.11) and (2. (See [3] for definitions.)
Proof. The function/(x) =x-t is a transversal function for the net 91(0 (see (1.1)). By (1.6) and (1.7) we thus have the proof of (i).
Since the right distributive law follows directly from the assumptions of (ii), we also have the proof of (ii). Q = (Q, +, *) is a right vector space over its kernel K. Since FQK either Q is associative (1-dimensional over K) or the kernel of Q is F.
(2.2) Remark. If iQ, +, ■) is a ternary rings (Q, +) is a 2-dimensional vector space over a skewfield then if, for some tEQ-F, a-(t+a) =a-t+aa then (Ç, +, *t) = (Q, +, *t+a). Thus, in particular if (Q, +, •) is a (left) quasifield and K is the kernel of Q and 7TÇ7 then (Q, +, *i) = (Q, +, *,P+a) VaGFand VpEK.
However, in general the systems (Q, A-, *) depend on the choice of t and (Q, +, *i) is not in general isotopic to (Q, +, *;) (see (3. 2)). Moreover, the corresponding planes may not be isomorphic. Let tEQ-F. Then a * (ta+ß) = (a"^t)a+aß V aEQ, a, ßEF and (Q, +, *) is a semifield whose right nucleus contains F.
Note that if o-(t)^(x(î), (Q, +, *t) is not in general isomorphic or even isotopic to (Q, +, *-,).
For example, if a(t) is the identity but <r(T) 9^a{t) then (Q, +, *t) is a field and (Q, +, *j) is in general a proper (nonassociative) semifield so that (Q, +, *t) and (Q, +, *;) are not isotopic and hence the corresponding affine planes coordinatized by these ternary rings cannot be isomorphic (see [2, (4.
2)] and [3, (3.4. 3)]).
(3.3) Example. Let (S, +, •) be a semifield quadratic over a weak nucleus GF(g) (see [3] ), then we can obtain a semifield (S, +, *). The system 3)(S, +, *) dual to (S, +, *) has the required properties of (2.1) so we may again construct a new *-system from SD(S, +, *). Therefore, we may construct a series of semifields by alternate applications of this extension process and dualization.
Knuth [3, §7] has constructed the following classes of weak nucleus semifields.
Let (Q, +)=(GF(g2), +), q = pr, p a prime. In a weak nucleus semifield the multiplication (ta+b) -(tß+y), a, ß, ô, 7GGF(g), tEQ -F = GF(q), is determined whenever the multiplications a -t and (ta) • (tß) are known. If /f^O, g are constants in GF(q) = F and a^l an automorphism of F chosen so that y"+1+fy -g = 0 has no solutions in F then the following multiplications determine proper semifields (Q, +, ■).
I. at^ta.'; (ta)(tß) =tcCß°~lf+a''ß''~2g, II. at = ta"; (ta)(tß) =ta"ßf+a"ßg, III. at = ta"; (ta)(tß)=taß°~if+a'!~lß'>~1g, IV. at = ta°; (ta)(tß)=taßf+a"~lßg. Similarly the extension process on this type III yields a type IV. Note that if the process were applied to II or IV no "new" semifield would be obtained since the right nuclei of the systems II and IV are initially both G¥(q).
Remarks. Bjork [l] has extended Ostrom's two-dimensional extension theory to the «-dimensional case. Apparently this work also does not require finiteness.
